Sponsored Feature
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Binocular Defocus Curve:
Contralateral IC-8 ™ IOL and Monofocal IOL
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Figure 3. When the IC-8 IOL eye is corrected to -0.75 D and the monofocal eye is corrected to piano, patients achieve 3.00 D of continuous functional
range of vision (I).

Chan also can quantify outcomes: "My

"The IC-8 IOL is
an important
alternative to
diffractive IOLs, as
it is not associated
with halo or glare
.
.
issues 1n my
experience''
- Gerd Auffarth

chart review of 42 recipients of the IC-8

Extending post-operative possibilities
Initial outcomes with the IC-8 IOL are

lens in combination with a toric IOL showed

deary good-but what are the longer-term

that 93 percent had binocular UCDVA of

implications of a small aperture IOL? Does
it hinder taking refraction, interfere with

6/6 or better, 86 percent had binocular
UCIVA of 6/7.5 or better, and 90 percent

retinal visualization or impede subsequent

had binocular UCNVA of N6 or better."

retinal surgery? Certainly, some procedures

He adds that he has seen no significant
reduction in brightness perception, and only

need minor adjustment: Beltz points out
that, due to the increased depth of focus,

very low levels of nocturnal dysphotopsias

it can be difficult to determine a suitable

such as starburst and halos. "In addition, the
IC-8 lens was very forgiving with regard to

"end point" while refracting. "The best

refractive surprises." And Auffarth promises

method to use is termed 'mid-point
refraction' and involves performing a normal

us similar numbers in the future: "The

manifest refraction and then establishing

MOSAIC study showed that IC-8 lens gives

the maximum plus lenses to blur and the

very good near, intermediate and distance

maximum minus lenses to blur-then you

acuity-we will publish the data soon."
Vote sums up the experts' feelings like this:

calculate the mid-point" Beltz notes that it
is also acceptable to perform a red/green

"It's an old cliche but a good one - would you

balance test. Shiu concurs: "We usually use

use the lens on yourself or a family member?

the red and green method to ensure we are

My father (outdoor lifestyle/fishing) and

not giving patients extra refraction due to
the extended range of vision." Vote states

of 6/9, 94 percent a UIVA of 6/12 and 91

brother-in-law (builder) each had IC-8 IOL

percent aUNVA of 6/12. Patients reported
good satisfaction with near vision (8.1/10)

implantations, and each enjoyed excellent
outcomes, including spectacle independence,

that autorefractors do not perform well in

and distance vision (9.1/10)" (5).

suited to their lifestyles."

IOL: "Consequently, refractive outcomes

*Note: Figure 3. - Graph label has been updated to correct an error in the original 2019 publication.

eyes that have been implanted with an IC-8
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